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Jaded Macaron - a bespoke bakery
specialising in macarons, were seeking
ways to improve the sales of their online
store. 

One of their major requirement for the
solution is that it should have minimal
involvement by the founders as they
already have their plates full with the
operational side of the business.

A second major requirement for Jaded
Macarons is their very tight marketing
budget, as they are a relatively new
business at that point of time.

Based on their requirements, we
recommended Smart Ads.

objective:
improve
online
sales.
but...

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Facebook & Instagram Ads generated by Smart Ads



 
Freelance Ads

manager
Marketing Saas

Tools
Smart Ads

Price $$$ $ $

minimum
commitment

1-3 months 1-12 months cancel anytime

involvement
Level

low high low

No time, no
budget, no
problem.
We proposed Digital Advertising as the
choice of customer acquisition for Jaded
Macarons after considering factors such
as their time horizon and requirements.

To manage the campaign given Jaded
Macarons limited budget, we deployed
Smart Ads. 

Smart Ads is an AI-enabled platform that
helps businesses create and manage
their digital advertising campaigns.

We chosen Smart Ads as it is the most
affordable, flexible, and requires the
lowest involvement out of all the available
options for ads management.

T H E  S O L U T I O N

Comparison of available options for ads management.
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results: Through continuous testing of creatives
and optimizations of campaign via Smart
Ads, Jaded Macarons were able to
increase their monthly ROAS by over
90%. 

The key areas which contributed to the
successful campaign is identifying the
optimal creatives, messaging, and tone of
the ads.

roas
increase
by over
90% in 3
months

In our experience, it takes on average
anywhere between 1-3 months of testing to
see significant improvements in digital ad
campaign's performance. Typically the
smaller the budget, the longer it takes.
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2 optimizations
to instantly
improve your
facebook ads



There is about 20 different placements where
ads can be displayed if you advertise through
Facebook Ads - your ad image/video is
automatically cropped and positioned by
Facebook for each of these placement.

Sometimes, Facebook's positioning algorithm
can be wildly wrong, this means that you're
essentially wasting impressions showing
partially cropped ads or suboptimal creatives.

1: optimize your
creatives for
different placements

B O N U S

Fortunately, you can manually position your ads
for all placement, and while there are 20
different placements available on Facebook
Ads, they all share a few common dimensions -
1:1, 9:16, and 1.91:1.

Simply design creatives for the three
dimensions and you're set to go!

9:16
(1080 x 1920)

 
 

1: 1
(1080 x 1080)

 
 

1/91: 1
(1080 x 565)

 
 

Example of partially cropped ads



Similar to tip 1, different placements will have
different character limit and different ordering of
your headlines and captions.

As a result, the message of your your ad copies
might be lost due to the truncation of characters
or non-relevant ordering of headlines and
captions.

To prevent this, we recommend having your key
messaging or the most attention grabbing part
of your copy in the first 20-40 character of your
captions and headlines. You can place the rest
of your copies after that.

2: optimize your
copywriting - good
stuff first!

B O N U S

Good example

Bad example

Illustration purposes only



A D D T I O N A L  I N F O

Special Acknowledgement:

If you'd like to order beautiful, unique, and affordable
macarons, head over to:
https://www.jadedmacarons.com/

To learn more about Smart Ads, head over to:
https://bigredawesomedodo.com/smart-ads

General Enquiry: 
contact@bigredawesomedodo.com

SMART ADS

Contact

https://www.jadedmacarons.com/
https://bigredawesomedodo.com/smart-ads

